
 

November 5, 2016-Channeled for a small gathering by conversational channel of light, Margaret Nock. 

The question was asked: How may I gain more clarity in my work, life, and relationships which will be in 
alignment with my purpose here on earth? 

 Invocation by Margaret:  I ask for the highest and most loving angel or guide to step forward, connect 
and channel through me at this time: 

(Angel Message in Italics) 

Greetings Dear Ones, 

We are the combined energetic frequencies of Archangels Gabriel, Michael and Chamuel here to raise 
your vibrational frequency to love so that you may become more confident and clear on all that you 
perceive and require to know as you work, live and experience your life as a divine spirit on the 
Earth…and as a divine spirit, know that you do have an innate ability and opportunity to easily connect 
with, tune into, this frequency of pure divine love more often than you realize.  When you ask, you will 
receive subtle sparks of intuition, imaginings, creativity and action steps as they become more 
illuminated and easily accessible to you. 

With a practice of sitting quietly daily, opening your heart, and receiving the infinite divine crystalline 
light, your heart will expand comfortably and begin to resonate in an expansive space where you may 
serve with love, excitement and joy. You may begin by closing your eyes, tune inward for a moment, 
connect with all that is inward, and the light you sense above you and below your feet.  Sense a waterfall 
of healing, refreshing and vibrant frequency flow through you – allow full surrender in this peaceful state 
for as long as you require… and when you are ready, open your eyes.  Remain peaceful and quiet as 
you begin the shift into present time and your surroundings. You may carry this illuminated and 
grounded feeling with you into the world as you are now infused and supported with the crystalline light. 
Carry this frequency of love out into your world, ask for our help, and it is so. 

(Closing comment by Margaret) Thank you, Archangel Gabriel, Michael and Chamuel. 

Margaret Nock 
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